


One change; several additions:

With respect to the renowned Bitcoin design, the consensus mechanism has 
been replaced, with one that uses a distributed, majority agreement among 
all nodes. A number of functional improvements have also been added.

Scalable:

Gorbyte’s consensus mechanism is distributed, by majority agreement. 
There are no hash computations, no ‘forks’ and no ‘miners’. It utilizes the 
voluntary processing power provided by its users for useful co-operation, 
rather than useless competition.

Secure financial transactions:

Gorbyte uses the same state of the art verification and cryptographic 
techniques of Bitcoin and other crypto-networks. In addition, Gorbyte uses 
Secure Vaults, an extension to Covenants and Vaults1.

Fast and reliable confirmations:

Because of its synchronous design, in Gorbyte blocks can be immediately 
added to the blockchain and confirmations can be immediately delivered.



Free basic financial services:

Gorbyte use only the processing power voluntarily shared by its users: 
There are no rewards or fees for miners or validators. This saves several 
billion dollars per year, with respect to Bitcoin. Because there are no costs to 
the network, basic financial services are offered for free to anyone in the 
world with an internet-ready device.

Energy saving:

Current crypto-networks, such as Bitcoin, use special processors consuming 
a very high amount of energy for their processing and cooling requirements. 
Gorbyte’s design uses voluntary resources of devices connected to the 
internet as its nodes. It will reduce the amount of energy used worldwide by 
many Mega-watts-hour per day.

A viable alternative for distributed processing:

In addition to its free financial transaction service, Gorbyte’s will allow the 
development of open distributed applications based on its blockchain. 
Applications being developed for other crypto-networks may not be viable, if 
the costs of their network’s basic transaction service is too high, and if these 
costs continue to raise exponentially. Gorbyte represents a viable alternative.



A valuable currency:

Avoiding the cost of mining also means that there is no inherent devaluation 
of the currency, as opposed to about 4% devaluation of other currencies. 
In Gorbyte there are no plans nor mechanisms for creating new 
basic currency.

An elastic money supply:

Gorbyte’s re-based currency will increase, in quantity, by the amounts 
necessary to counteract increased demand and take care of the ongoing 
currency appreciation2. In these cases, currency holders will see the 
balances in their wallets increase, by small variable amounts.

A more stable currency:

Gorbyte smooths out fluctuations, achieving a more stable currency. 
A more stable currency will make prices more predictable and allow people 
and businesses to better plan their regular expenses. 
For example, they will be able to use Gorbyte’s currency for loans, 
mortgages, salaries, contracts and other normal currency uses. 

With shared profits:

The Gorbyte crypto-network will have no corporate ownership or control. 
The income from fees charged for running distributed processing applications
are shared among all currency owners, in proportion to their holdings.



Better protected against attacks to the system:

Gorbyte is enhanced by blockchain-registered unique devices (BRUD): 
virtual (sw) or wearable (hw) devices that prevent multiple-identity and Denial
of Service attacks, by verifying the uniqueness of the device on the 
blockchain and by cooperating with suppliers3. This approach allows to 
prevent such attacks, not just make them difficult for them to happen.

Unpermissioned:

Some crypto-networks rely on a set of trusted entities to maintain the integrity
of the blockchain. These networks use various algorithms to elect trusted 
entities or validators. Gorbyte relies on the majority of all nodes using the 
network. No permission is required for the validation of transactions by any 
trusted entity or authority.

Open to Public scrutiny:

The Gorbyte Client Code (The GCC software running a network node) will be
released as open source. As with similar open source crypto-networks no 
authority will be in control, after its release and its blockchain will be visible 
by anyone. As with similar crypto-networks, open blockchain information can 
be examined forensically to pursue theft and other illegal uses.

Maintaining Privacy:

As with similar crypto-networks, Gorbyte does not gather personal 
user information.



Notes

1 As defined in “Bitcoin Covenants”, by Malte Möser, Ittay Eyal, and Emin Gün Sirer, at: 
http://fc16.ifca.ai/bitcoin/papers/MES16.pdf , but with an extension that prevents funds 
from being lost, even when the recovery key is compromised.

2 For the concepts of Elastic Money Supply and Stable Currency,  see: “Hayek Money: 
The Cryptocurrency Price Stability Solution” by Prof. Ferdinando Ametrano, Milan 
Bicocca University.

3 This should not be confused with the “permissioned” crypto-network approach: BRUD 
suppliers are only involved during the initial registration of the unit on the blockchain.
The device owner will generate new keys for the device as soon as it is received.  The 
uniqueness of the node address to BRUD device association is verified by peer nodes 
when responding to session connection requests.


